**Ugly Duckling**  
**DIFFICULTY:** Advanced Scissor Use

**MATERIALS:**  
- 1 piece each of red, white, yellow, blue, & orange construction paper  
- glue or double sided tape; Scissors  
- 1 piece of yarn; Glitter pens & black marker

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Cut out pattern along dotted lines.
2. Use glue stick to **lightly** attach patterns to colored paper.  
   Make sure the blue sheet is folded so you will have 2 big blue pieces back to back.
3. Cut out shapes along solid line, cutting both pattern and construction paper. Do NOT cut dotted fold line on blue sheet.
4. Fold blue over the opposite way and glue together with pattern inside.
5. Remove patterns if you can, if not attach pattern side down.
6. Attach yellow paper to blue piece. Make sure your “A” sides go with the “A”s, “B”s with “B”s.
7. Repeat (in order) orange, white, blue and red last.
8. Add mouth, pupils and neon with markers.
9. Use hole puncher to make hole at top for string.
10. Tie yarn into circle through hole.